EMERGENCY ROOM PRODUCTS
Products you can rely on to help your
ER staff perform at their peak
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DETECTO’s medical carts and clinical scales will help you quickly
respond to any critical situation with confidence and accuracy.
Medical equipment from DETECTO is built tough to withstand the serious demands of an Emergency Room.
Our medical carts are solid, secure, and is customizable with accessories to perfectly fit your needs. You’ll be
amazed at the variety and flexibility of our scale line, with everything from large roll-on wheelchair scales to
touchless physician scales featuring sonar height rod sensors to measure a patient’s height and automatically
calculate BMI. We also offer waste receptacles and glove box holders in many sizes built to last a lifetime.
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RESCUE Medical Carts
Loaded with Accessories

Stretcher Scales with
Column-Mounted Indicator

DETECTO’s steel Rescue
medical carts are sturdy
and reliable… built to
make sure you have the
supplies you need where
and when you need them.
They come in several colors, with red selected
for ER use. Carts have your choice of five or
six drawers that can be secured with a key or
EMG breakaway lock. The ABS countertop is
easy to clean and 5-inch wheels feature two
parking locks and one steering lock. Optional
accessories include IV poles, cardiac boards,
catheter holders, drawer dividers, glove
dispensers, sharps container holders and
waste bins.

DETECTO’s Stretcher Scale
is perfect for
quickly weighing
emergency arrivals, with a
portable design that makes it easy for anyone to
move. The column display is easy to read, with
a Hold/Release key to hold the patient’s weight
after leaving the scale for better patient care.
The scale’s single-pass weighing feature saves
time by allowing you to enter the stretcher or
wheelchair tare weight using the numeric keypad
on the indicator. You may also use the convenient
pushbutton tare feature to remove the stretcher
or wheelchair weight if you don’t know the weight
already. Guide rails and Wi-Fi/Bluetooth available.

Portable Wheelchair
Scale with Handrail
and Seat

APEX-SH

P-100R

GH3

apex® Digital Physician Scale
with Touchless Sonar
Height Rod

Step-On Cans, the Rugged
Waste Receptacle

Universal
Wall-Mount Steel
Glove Box Holders

DETECTO’s apex® digital scale
with sonar height rod lets you
measure height and weight
without pushing a single
button. The large .75-inch blue
LCD readout is easy to view.
The scale provides BMI
calculation, runs on AC or
battery power, and comes with
a wide variety of connectivity
options including RS232
serial and micro USB, with
some models featuring Wi-Fi/
Bluetooth and Welch Allyn
connectivity for electronic
medical records.

Named for their rugged
toughness, Step-On Cans are
perfect for hospitals, doctors’
offices, patients’ rooms, and
laboratory settings. Equipped with a
heavy-duty foot pedal and linkage and a bag
securing mechanism, they come in a variety
of five different sizes and capacities (4, 6, 8,
12 and 25 gallon) and two different materials:
stainless steel or a baked epoxy finish
(available in red or white). The cans are flame
retardant, have a self-closing lid for sanitation,
and feature unitized construction.

The 3-in-1 6570 scale
provides seated,
standing and
wheelchair weighing.
The fold-away seat and
stable handrail offer maximum flexibility
without sacrificing portability. The large
32 in x 36 in platform has two-way built-in
ramps for maximum accessibility. The
scale has a capacity of up to 1,000 lb/450
kg and units are able to be locked in to
eliminate transcription errors. Wi-Fi/
Bluetooth is available on some models for
wireless EMR/EHR connectivity.

Conserve counter space with
DETECTO’s universal glove box
holders. The open design allows you to see
what size or type of glove is being dispensed.
The holders accommodate most glove boxes
and are universal enough to be used for
tissue holders where counter or shelf space is
limited. Models capable of holding one, two,
or three boxes of gloves. Lifetime warranty.

DETECTO reserves the right to improve, enhance,
or modify features and specifications without prior notice.
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